Faculty Council Minutes, Final – November 27, 2012

Present: Michael Kula, Deirdre Raynor, Ellen Moore, Steve Ross, Ingrid Walker (minutes) Not present: Larry Knopp, Jenny Quinn, Julie Buffington

Agenda provided by Steve Ross
Meeting called to order at 12:40 and adjourned at 1:30

I. Approval of minutes – delayed until next week.

II. Reminder: IAS Curriculum Review to be completed by Thursday, 29.
Discussion about the focus / nature of the FC review: focus is on whether the process has been followed, if a course fits the justification made by the faculty, and if it meets basic requirements. Incomplete proposals will be returned for completion.

III. Discussion:
Lecturer Review Process: FC devoted its time to the recommendation from the previous FC. Steve reviewed the context of last year’s discussion.

Faculty Council proposed goals of outlining a formal process: 1) process is transparent to everyone; 2) creates consistency and fairness in process; 3) provides IAS faculty with consistent information and recommendation for rehiring vote; 4) provides more information earlier in the year/

We discussed potential process and raised some questions for further consideration.